The secret of the Reliant Salt Generating System can be
summed up in one word: simplicity. With the smallest number of
switching parts and uncompromising electrical protections,
Reliant resists the inevitable power surges and harsh conditions
that are part of life with any type of outdoor equipment. Easy to
understand and to operate, your Reliant System will provide
years of trouble free service so you can enjoy the benefits of
your pool without interruption.
So when your time comes to buy or replace your salt sanitation
system, ask for the most durable system on earth: Reliant. It is
the definition of dependable.

The World’s Most Dependable

Salt Sanitation System

Choosing the Correct Cell Model
for Pool Size

Maximum pool size
in gallons
Chlorine Output gram p/hr
(lb/24h)
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14.2
(0.75)

21.7
(1.15)

31.1
(1.65)

In the event of heightened chlorine demands (such as
warmer climates, high bathers load, etc.), calculate the
cell size as 20% - 30% less than the sizes above
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Power Pack
Unique Features:
- Technologically Advanced switch-mode power supply provides smooth current to the cell
- Easy Operation-Push button icons with LED indicators
- 8 levels for chlorine production
- Operates smoothly at wide salinity ranges of 2000-6000 ppm
- Super size heat sink allows system to work at full capacity in extreme environmental
temperatures
- Continuous voltage supply to the cell even at lower output settings
- Suitable for pools up to 40,000 gallons
- Works on 115V and 230V systems
Control Panel Display:
- Anti-UV tinted window keeps membrane switch out of sunlight and inclement weather
- Super Chlor button enables 24 hour operation at full capacity
- Low salt indicator light tells you when to add salt
- Flow and Temperature sensor prolongs cell life and secures safe operation
- Constant, continuous current is provided to the cell for maximum water sanitation
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